
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Graphics and Animation 
Project 07: Maya 3D Character Design 
  
Chapters 3 through 5 from Maya 2014 Essentials 
  
Description: 
  
We will work through Chapters 3, 4, and 5 from the Maya Essentials Textbook.  Following the directions from the 
chapter, create a block-sculpture of the animated character.  You may use the character from the book or you may 
draw your own humanoid character.   If you draw your own, it must also feature the same components (hands, 
feet, head, two eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows, ears . . .) as the example in the book.  You must provide front and 
side view drawings if you work with your own character. 
 
File Name and Location:  Set the Maya Project to the “Project07” folder.  Name the scene “character_modeling”. 
  
Requirements: (100 Points) 
  

1. Set the Project folder to be “Project07” in your repository. 
2. Download or create the front and side view sketches of the character and place into “Project07” images 

directory as demonstrated in textbook. 
3. Use block based modeling and extruding tool to create rough outline of character. 
4. Use Edge Loop tool to add extra edges at joints 
5. Shape Character edges and vertices to follow form of the sketch. 
6. Add eyebrows and eyes to the character (Make sure eyes are separate objects from the main character 

body). 
7. Take screenshot of the following views and post them to your Google Site on the Project 07 Page: 

a. Wireframe Image View from Perspective 
b. Shaded Image View from Perspective 
c. Rendered frame. 

8. Commit, add, and push the “Project07” directory from your Repository. 
9. Place copies of the above pictures in your Project 07 Directory. 

  
Checklist:  (100 Points) 
  

Requirement Points Earned 

Project is set to “Project07” in your Repository.  The scene name is 
“character_modeling” 

10   

Front and side view hand drawn sketches are present in the Scene 
(either from text or created by student) 

10   

Block based model follows outline of sketch.  Extra edge loops are 
present and shape edges and vertices are sculpted to follow the form 
of the sketches. 

20   

Edge Loops are present at joints (3 per joint) 10   

Character has eyebrows that are part of the main structure 10   

Character is humanoid and features legs, arms, hands, fingers, feet, 
head, nose, mouth, eyes, and ears 

10   

Eyeballs are present and well placed in eye sockets.  Eyeballs are 
separate from the main structure. 

10   

Screenshots of Wireframe, Shaded Image, and Rendered frame are 
posted to student's webpage under Project 07. 

10   

Project07 Folder is pushed to your GitHub respository. 10   

 


